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Developed in response to the theoretically driven mainstream sociology, institutional ethnography starts from people’s everyday experiences, and works from there to discover how the social is organized. Starting from experience is a central step in challenging taken-for-granted assumptions and relations of power, whilst responding critically to the neoliberal cost-benefit ideology that has come to permeate welfare institutions and the research sector. This book explicates
the Nordic response to institutional ethnography, showing how it has been adapted and interpreted within the theoretical and methodological landscape of social scientific research in the region, as well as the institutional particularities of the Nordic welfare state. Addressing the main topics of concern in the Nordic context, together with the way in which research is undertaken, the authors show how institutional ethnography is combined with different theories and
methodologies in order to address particular problematics, as well as examining its standing in relation to contemporary research policy and university reforms. With both theoretical and empirical chapters, this book will appeal to scholars and students of sociology, professional studies and anthropology with interests in research methods and the Nordic region.
These beautiful pages invite you to pick up your brush and grow. Kristy Rice's joy-focused approach to watercolor art has won the hearts of fans worldwide, and with this journal Rice offers ways for all levels of painters to make "art for joy's sake" and simultaneously paint a personal keepsake or add beauty to your inspiration wall. Includes 10 illustrations ready to be watercolored on thick, textured paper, alongside full-color tear out reproductions of the same works
painted by Kristy herself, demonstrating palette choices and brushwork. Enrich your art with "prompt" ideas to inspire your painting's growth; pages with no-stress exercises for techniques; inspirational artwork and quotations; and even a few recipes for nourishing your body along with your spirit! Each item in the Artisan series is designed to offer a specially crafted watercolor discovery glowing with Kristy Rice's creative touch. Also in the series: Watercolor Cards:
Kristy Rice Designs.
`A comprehensive, well-written and beautifully organized book on publishing articles in the humanities and social sciences that will help its readers write forward with a first-rate guide as good company.' - Joan Bolker, author of Writing Your Dissertation in Fifteen Minutes a Day `Humorous, direct, authentic ... a seamless weave of experience, anecdote, and research.' - Kathleen McHugh, professor and director of the UCLA Center for the Study of Women Wendy Laura
Belcher's Writing Your Journal Article in Twelve Weeks: A Guide to Academic Publishing Success is a revolutionary approach to enabling academic authors to overcome their anxieties and produce the publications that are essential to succeeding in their fields. Each week, readers learn a particular feature of strong articles and work on revising theirs accordingly. At the end of twelve weeks, they send their article to a journal. This invaluable resource is the only guide
that focuses specifically on publishing humanities and social science journal articles.
Élisabeth Roudinesco’s bold reinterpretation of Sigmund Freud is a biography for the twenty-first century—a sympathetic yet impartial appraisal of a genius admired but misunderstood in his time and ours. Alert to tensions in his character and thought, she views Freud less as a scientific thinker than as an interpreter of civilization and culture.
Have you ever felt different or like you just don’t fit in? Your life is full of possibilities. You have unique qualities, values, and beliefs that help you decide what your life will be about. When you become aware of these gifts, you can easily find your purpose. No two people have the same gifts or the same purpose in life. In J.O.Y. Journal, authors Cathy Hanlin and Kayleigh Hanlin offer a journal to help you discover more about you and how standing out, not fitting in, is
what we really need. J.O.Y. (Just Own You) Journal is designed for girls to discover your unique self through engaging and guided activities. In this creative journal, through kid-friendly illustrations and innovative activities, you will discover self-acceptance and self-love at your own pace. Created by a mother-daughter duo, this journal is filled with fun activities including finding the music that matches your personality, discovering your best day ever (so far), and
creating supercool collages. It enlightens you on your journey of self-reflection and discovery, gives you a chance to discover yourself in a creative way, and helps you consider the importance of expressing gratitude. Have fun discovering how your uniqueness is what makes you amazing!
Oaxaca Journal
My Reading Life
Pina Bausch
The Subtle Subtext
Book Review Journal, Reading Log Book, Reviews and Comments on Book You Read, Gift for Book Lovers
Gifts for Book Lovers (a Reading Journal with 100 Spacious Record Pages and More in a Large Soft Covered Notebook from Our Carnival Owls Range)
Institutional Ethnography in the Nordic Region

A heartbreaking and hilarious memoir by iCarly and Sam & Cat star Jennette McCurdy about her struggles as a former child actor—including eating disorders, addiction, and a complicated relationship with her overbearing mother—and how she retook control of her life. Jennette McCurdy was six years old when she had her first acting audition. Her mother’s dream was for
her only daughter to become a star, and Jennette would do anything to make her mother happy. So she went along with what Mom called “calorie restriction,” eating little and weighing herself five times a day. She endured extensive at-home makeovers while Mom chided, “Your eyelashes are invisible, okay? You think Dakota Fanning doesn’t tint hers?” She was even
showered by Mom until age sixteen while sharing her diaries, email, and all her income. In I’m Glad My Mom Died, Jennette recounts all this in unflinching detail—just as she chronicles what happens when the dream finally comes true. Cast in a new Nickelodeon series called iCarly, she is thrust into fame. Though Mom is ecstatic, emailing fan club moderators and
getting on a first-name basis with the paparazzi (“Hi Gale!”), Jennette is riddled with anxiety, shame, and self-loathing, which manifest into eating disorders, addiction, and a series of unhealthy relationships. These issues only get worse when, soon after taking the lead in the iCarly spinoff Sam & Cat alongside Ariana Grande, her mother dies of cancer. Finally, after
discovering therapy and quitting acting, Jennette embarks on recovery and decides for the first time in her life what she really wants. Told with refreshing candor and dark humor, I’m Glad My Mom Died is an inspiring story of resilience, independence, and the joy of shampooing your own hair.
This stylish journal created exclusively for book lovers includes custom reading lists, charming literary quotes, and plenty of room to record what you've read and what you'd love to read. "Books are knowledge. Books are reflection. Books change your mind."--Toni Morrison Designed by a book lover for book lovers, My Reading Life is the ideal companion for all your
literary adventures. Anne Bogel, better known online as The Modern Mrs. Darcy, provides you with insightful reading lists for every popular genre and each season. She even helps you determine the kinds of books you'd most like to read based on your interests. You'll also appreciate the sleek, compact design, perfect for taking on the go to the library, bookstore, or
your next book club gathering. So much more than just a journal, this book is a joyful celebration of the written word, one that will significantly enrich every day of your reading life.
"I have been an inveterate keeper of journals since I was 14 especially at times of adventure and crisis and travel. Here, for the first time, such a journal made its way to publication, not that much changed from the raw, handwritten journal that I kept during my fascinated 9 days in Oaxaca." Dr. Oliver Sacks Oliver Sacks is best known as an explorer of the human mind, a
neurologist with a gift for the complex, insightful portrayals of people and their conditions that fuel the phenomenal success of his books. But he is also a card-carrying member of the American Fern Society, and since childhood has been fascinated by these primitive plants and their ability to survive and adapt. Now the bestselling author of Awakenings and The Man
Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat brings his ceaseless curiosity and eye for the wondrous to the province of Oaxaca, Mexico. Oaxaca Journal is Sacks's spellbinding account of his trip with a group of fellow fern enthusiasts to the beautiful, history-steeped province of Oaxaca. Bringing together Sacks's passion for natural history and the richness of human culture with his
penetrating curiosity and trammeling eye for detail, Oaxaca Journal is a captivating evocation of a places, its plants, its people and its myriad wonders.
Great American CityChicago and the Enduring Neighborhood EffectUniversity of Chicago Press
"Intersectionality, a term coined in 1989, is rapidly increasing in importance within the academy, as well as in broader civic conversations. It describes the study of overlapping or intersecting social identities such as race, gender, ethnicity, nationality, and sexual orientation alongside related systems of oppression, domination, and discrimination. Together, these
frameworks are used to understand how systematic injustice or social inequality occurs. In this book, Roland Betancourt examines the presence of marginalized identities and intersectionality in the medieval era. He reveals the fascinating, little-examined conversations in medieval thought and visual culture around matters of sexual and reproductive consent, bullying,
non-monogamous marriages, homosocial and homoerotic relationships, trans and non-binary gender identifications, representations of disability, and the oppression of minorities. In contrast to contemporary expectations of the medieval world, this book looks at these problems from the Byzantine Empire and its neighbors in the eastern mediterranean through sources
ranging from late antiquity and early Christianity up to the early modern period. In each of five chapters, Betancourt provides short, carefully scaled narratives used to illuminate nuanced and surprising takes on now-familiar subjects by medieval thinkers and artists. For example, Betancourt examines depictions of sexual consent in images of the Virgin; the origins of
sexual shaming and bullying in the story of Empress Theodora; early beginnings of trans history as told in the lives of saints who lived portions of their lives within different genders; and the ways in which medieval authors understood and depicted disabilities. Deeply researched, this is a groundbreaking new look at medieval culture for a new generation of scholars"-Cici's Journal
A Reading Log for Kids (and Grownups) who Love Books
A Synthesizing Mind
Prophet Against Slavery
A Book Review Journal for Kids
Becoming and Being an Applied Linguist
Sexuality, Gender, and Race in the Middle Ages

Track all your reading reviews in this compact 6x9 logbook. Write your favorite quotes and books summaries. Cute design cover. Great gift under 10$ FEATURES: Matte cover A 6" x 9" travel - pocket size for your bag or backpack 120 pages 60 Sheets Clean White Interior Stock Perfect Binding Ecolo (Print on demand) Top 100 books everyone need to read before dying Book review form Wish list Book borrowed list Favorites quotes list Note page (bullet
journal style) WITH THIS BOOK EASILY TRACK all the books you read TRACK WHO BORROWED your books and when QUICKLY REFER to your favorite quotes Book review pages prompts Rating Title Author Date published Length (pages or duration) Start date Finished date Favorite quote Book type (paper, ebook, audiobook) Genre FICTION (Action and adventure, Alternate history, Anthology, Chick lit, Children's, Comic book, Comingof-age, Crime, Drama, Fairytale, Fantasy, Graphic novel, Historical fiction, Horror, Mystery, Paranormal romance, Picture book, Poetry, Political thriller, Romance, Satire, Science fiction, Short story, Suspense, Triller, Young adult) NON-FICTION (Art, Autobiography, Biography, Cookbook, Diary, Dictionary, Encyclopedia, Guide, Health, History, Journal, Math, Memoir, Prayer, Religion spirituality and new age, Textbook, Review, Reference,
Science, Self help, Travel, True crime) Summary Review Favorite quote Click on 'Look Inside' to have a look at the pages design to see how easy and fast recording your reading could be. Reading Log Perfect for: Book lover Writer Book club member Library worm Influencer Bloger Book critiques Buy your BOOK journal NOW!
Using words, drawing, collage, and observation-based list-making, award-winning author Emily K. Neuburger highlights the many paths into journaling. Her 60 interactive writing prompts and art how-tos help you to expand your imagination and stimulate your creativity. Every spread invites a new approach to filling a page, from making a visual map of a day-in-my-life to turning random splotches into quirky characters for a playful story. It’s the
perfect companion to all those blank books and an ideal launchpad to explore creative self-expression and develop an imaginative voice — for anyone ages 10 to 100! Teachers' Choice Award Winner Mom's Choice Awards Winner Foreword INDIES Gold Award Winner National Parenting Product Awards Winner
The revolutionary life of an 18th-century dwarf activist who was among the first to fight against slavery and animal cruelty. Prophet Against Slavery is an action-packed chronicle of the remarkable and radical Benjamin Lay, based on the award-winning biography by Marcus Rediker that sparked the Quaker community to re-embrace Lay after 280 years of disownment. Graphic novelist David Lester brings the full scope of Lay’s activism and ideas to life.
Born in 1682 to a humble Quaker family in Essex, England, Lay was a forceful and prescient visionary. Understanding the fundamental evil that slavery represented, he would unflinchingly use guerrilla theatre tactics and direct action to shame slave owners and traders in his community. The prejudice that Lay suffered as a dwarf and a hunchback, as well as his devout faith, informed his passion for human and animal liberation. Exhibiting stamina, fortitude,
and integrity in the face of the cruelties practiced against what he called his “fellow creatures,” he was often a lonely voice that spoke truth to power. Lester’s beautiful imagery and storytelling, accompanied by afterwords from Rediker and Paul Buhle, capture the radicalism, the humor, and the humanity of this truly modern figure. A testament to the impact each of us can make, Prophet Against Slavery brings Lay’s prophetic vision to a new generation
of young activists who today echo his call of 300 years ago: “No justice, no peace!”
This book Review Journal is the perfect gift for book lovers. It is a complex Reading Journal and it helps you record your reviews and thoughts on different books you've been reading. Inside The book: Size 6 x 9 inches 120 pages space to track all details about: Book Title, Author, Publisher, Number of pages, Genre, Date Started & Date Finished, Book in one sentence, Summary, Best part of the book, Favorite Quotes of the book, Recommendation, Rating
and Notes Paper: White Printed on high-quality Special design
What gives you joy? This beautiful journal from His Holiness the Dalai Lama and Archbishop Desmond Tutu gives you all the space you need to notice and record what gives you joy. Arranged as a 365-day companion, it prompts you with inspiring quotes from The Book of Joy to help transform their joy practices into an enduring way of life. It is the perfect companion for The Book of Joy's many passionate readers as well as the perfect gift for anyone
looking to live a more joyful. Share the joy!
The Speaking Stone
Watercolor Discovery and Releasing Your Creative Spirit
The Book Club Journal
Books I Have Read
Countries, Peoples & Cultures: CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA
The Cursed Carolers in Context
A 365-Day Companion
Cici dreams of being a novelist. Her favorite subject: people, especially adults. She’s been watching them and taking notes. Everybody has one special secret, Cici figures, and if you want to write about people, you need to understand what’s hiding inside them. But now she’s discovered something truly strange: an old man who disappears into the forest every Sunday with
huge pots of paint in all sorts of colors. What is he up to? Why does he look so sad when he comes back? In a graphic novel interwoven with journal notes, scrapbook pieces, and doodles, Cici assembles clues about the odd and wonderful people she’s uncovered, even as she struggles to understand the mundane: her family and friends.
DIY planners have become a super-popular way to stay organized, and Hack Your Journal helps readers create eye-catching customized pages! Every section showcases a set of layout concepts--for weekly planning, habit trackers, daily reflections, and more--but with unique variations and artistic styles. Some require only a pen and paper; others feature elaborate ideas for
adding color and embellishments. Step-by-step instructions make it easy to recreate these pages, while sidebars provide quick tutorials on decorative techniques.
Reading Log / Gifts for Book Lovers. Softback, 8" x 10" [ US$5.99 / £4.98 / e5.50 ]. IF LOOK INSIDE ISN''T LOADING, the blue smART bookx link by the title will help you out. BOOK INTERIOR: One hundred attractive and spacious record pages. As well as the main review space, there''s space to log: - title, author, publishing details & page count, - start & finish dates, book format, source & genre/subject, - thoughts & inspirations in an Inspiration Tree, - ratings on plot, character development and ease of reading, as well as an overall review score, and - memorable quotes. At the back you''ll find: - a loan record sheet, - a tick list of the top 100 voted fiction books, and - a Notes page for jotting down new authors, books to read, book
suppliers and other useful reading resources. At the front, a blank personalized Contents Table gives space for you to add your own categories alongside some of the more commons ones. Whether it''s short stories, poetry, satire or a few specific authors that float your boat, you''ll always be able to quickly find any of your reviews by allocating each to one or more
categories as you go along. All pages are of thick white paper (55lb) to minimize ink bleed-through. EXTERIOR: Cover: Tough matte paperback. Binding: Secure professional trade paperback binding, i.e. it''s built to last; pages won''t fall out after a few months of use. Dimensions: 20.3 x 25.4 cm (8" x 10"). (Almost the same width as A4 but a few cm shorter in height - so no
more cramming into tiny boxes!) MATCHING PRODUCTS: smART bookx publish a wide variety of specialist journals (Blank Recipe Books, Password Journals, Trip Planners, Fitness Journals etc. ) To find products matching this one, search ''carnival owls'' & ''bookx'' (don''t forget the ''x''). SIMILAR PRODUCTS: We publish several Reading Logs. Each has the same interior
but there are cover designs to suit all tastes. To view them all, search ''reading'' & ''bookx'' on Amazon. Thanks for looking, The smART bookx design team Buy With Confidence Because Our Customers Love Our Stationery: ***** Affordable, But Still Good Quality! ... Very satisfied ... an affordable option that is also very thorough. Many other planners just didn''t have all of
the sections I needed, or they did and cost too much ... the cover is super cute and kind of soft. (Jun 1, 2016) ***** Very Nice ... Beautiful. My daughter loved them!!! (August 17, 2014) ***** Love the Van Gogh Notebook ... Loved it, keep it in my purse incase of creative impulses. (November 8, 2013) ***** Love This! ... planner is super cute, and I absolutely love the cover.
Lots of room to include all kinds of information. (June 13, 2016) ***** Great for taking theory notes or writing music! ... I''m a music major, & I needed staff paper ... a cute product and the staff paper is great. (Feb 1, 2016) ***** Amazing Recipe Book ... the third smART bookx recipe book I''ve purchased. I have it with the Carnival cover & purchased the Polka dots cover to
copy recipes for my daughter... Love the index pages ... Easy to find the exact recipe you are looking for since the index shows all the recipe pages numbered. Highly recommended. (Dec 28, 2015) ALL BOOKS ARE MADE IN THE COUNTRY PURCHASED
This book is the first collection of original research to explore links between demographics and media coverage of emerging human rights issues. It covers cross-national reporting on human trafficking, HIV/AIDS, water contamination, and child labour; and same-sex marriage, Guantanamo detainee rights, immigration reform, and post-traumatic stress disorder in the
United States. The research asks questions such as: What are the principal catalysts that propel rights issues into media agendas? Why do some surface more quickly than others? And how do the demographics of cross-national reporting differ from those driving multi-city US nationwide coverage of rights claims? Using community structure theory and innovative Media
Vector content analysis, the eight chapters of this book reveal three striking patterns that show how differences in female empowerment, social or economic vulnerability, and Midwestern newspaper geographic location, link powerfully with variations in coverage of rights issues. The patterns connecting demographics and rights claims confirm that coverage of human
rights can mirror the concerns of stakeholders and vulnerable groups, contrary to conventional assumptions that media typically serve as "guard dogs" reinforcing the interests of political and economic elites. This book was originally published as a special issue of The Atlantic Journal of Communication.
This beautifully designed reading log is for kids who want to keep track of the books they read. With room for 50 book reviews, it's perfect for avid readers. For reluctant readers, the journal is a helpful tool to encourage them and record their progress. The reading log prompts for details and there are extra pages to doodle favorite characters.
100 Pages, 6 X 9 Inch, Reviews, Ratings, Specifics, Comments for Books, Reading Journal
Mastering the Art of Academic Advising
Chicago and the Enduring Neighborhood Effect
Reading Journal: a Book Lover's Log | Record and Review Up to 100 Books You Have Read | a Reading Tracker for Bookworms and Bibliophiles
Fire Up Your Creativity with Spontaneous Art, Wild Writing, and Inventive Thinking
Islam Instrumentalized
The Speaking Stone: Stories Cemeteries Tell is a literary love letter to the joys of wandering graveyards and the discoveries such wanderings can yield. Here, Michael Griffith roams Spring Grove (founded 1844), the nation's third-largest cemetery, following curiosity and accident wherever they lead. The result is this fascinating collection, which narrates the lives of those he encountered on the way. Griffith lingers amidst the traces left behind--these are stories of race,
feminism, art, and death, uncovered through obituaries, archival documents, and family legacies. Some essays focus on well-known figures like the feminist icon and freethinker Fanny Wright, but most chronicle the lives of lesser-known figures (a spiritual medium, a temperance advocate, the designers of caskets and hearses, the inventor of the glass-door oven) or of nearly unknown ones (a young heiress who died under mysterious circumstances, the daring sign-painters
known as walldogs). The Speaking Stone examines what endures and what doesn't, reflecting on the vanity and poignancy of our attempts to leave monuments that last. Archival photos grace the pages of these thirteen essays that explore a larger, deeply tangled complex of ideas about place, history, self, and art.
To demonstrate the powerfully enduring effect of place, this text reviews a decade of research in Chicago, to demonstrate how neighborhoods influence social phenomena, including crime, health, civic engagement & altruism.
Provides an introduction to the social, cultural, economic, historical, and religious practices and beliefs of Central and South America.
This journal features pretty design of the cover. It contains pages to write down books you read, book title, author, memorable quotes, characters, plot summary, notes and rating. Perfect for personal use a creative reading log. It can make a wonderful gift or present for a book lover who wants to stay creative and inspired. Get yours now! Size at 6"x9" 110 undated pages White Paper, lined, blank do write in Cover Finish: Glossy
Becoming and Being an Applied Linguist contains narrative accounts of the lives of thirteen well-established applied linguists. Their professional autobiographies document the development of some of the key areas of applied linguistics – second, language acquisition, motivation, grammar, vocabulary, testing, second language writing, second language classroom research, practitioner research, English as a lingua franca, teacher cognition, and computer-assisted language
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learning. The book tells how these applied linguists grew into their areas of specialization. It will be of interest to any would-be applied linguist. The book also provides a readable overview of the whole field that will be of value to students of applied linguistics.
Floral Notebook Diary for Books and Quotes
Journalism and Human Rights
Occupation Journal
Hidden Meanings in Literature and Life
The New Advisor Guidebook
My Very Own Book Journal
A Book Journal
An argument that social, political, and economic systems maintain power by discarding certain people, places, and things. Discard studies is an emerging field that looks at waste and wasting broadly construed. Rather than focusing on waste and trash as the primary objects of study, discard studies looks at wider systems of waste and
wasting to explore how some materials, practices, regions, and people are valued or devalued, becoming dominant or disposable. In this book, Max Liboiron and Josh Lepawsky argue that social, political, and economic systems maintain power by discarding certain people, places, and things. They show how the theories and methods of
discard studies can be applied in a variety of cases, many of which do not involve waste, trash, or pollution. Liboiron and Lepawsky consider the partiality of knowledge and offer a theory of scale, exploring the myth that most waste is municipal solid waste produced by consumers; discuss peripheries, centers, and power, using content
moderation as an example of how dominant systems find ways to discard; and use theories of difference to show that universalism, stereotypes, and inclusion all have politics of discard and even purification—as exemplified in “inclusive” efforts to broaden the Black Lives Matter movement. Finally, they develop a theory of change by
considering “wasting well,” outlining techniques, methods, and propositions for a justice-oriented discard studies that keeps power in view.
An authority on the human mind reflects on his intellectual development, his groundbreaking work, and different types of intelligences--including his own. Howard Gardner's Frames of Mind was that rare publishing phenomenon--a mind-changer. Widely read by the general public as well as by educators, this influential book laid out
Gardner's theory of multiple intelligences. It debunked the primacy of the IQ test and inspired new approaches to education; entire curricula, schools, museums, and parents' guides were dedicated to the nurturing of the several intelligences. In his new book, A Synthesizing Mind, Gardner reflects on his intellectual development and his
groundbreaking work, tracing his evolution from bookish child to eager college student to disengaged graduate student to Harvard professor.
This newly-updated second edition explores Pina Bausch’s work and methods by combining interviews, first-hand accounts, and practical exercises from her developmental process for students of both dance and theatre. This comprehensive overview of her work offers new and exciting insight into the theatrical approach of a singular
performance practitioner. This is an essential introduction to the life and work of one of the most significant choreographers/directors of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. As a first step towards critical understanding, and as an initial exploration before going on to further, primary research, Routledge Performance Practitioners
offer unbeatable value for today’s student.
If your kid loves reading books then they need this journal. Get your child to write their own book reviews in their own journal with space for rating and a drawing of their favorite part of the story. Watch them get creative and eager to read more stories. This journal has 50 pages - meaning your child can review 50 books, giving them a
real challenge to keep reading and enjoying new stories. Aimed at younger children the review focus on illustrating and drawing their favorite part the book. This book is 8.5" x 11" - or A4/Letter size... with large lettering and space for awesome drawing. It makes a great birthday or Christmas gift for your budding library fan.
Book Review Journal, Reading Log Book, Reviews And Comments On Book You Read, Gift For Book Lovers If you are a book lover or you searching for a gift for a book lover this is a perfect book for you. Log the books that you read with this very useful journal. 100 pages, matte softcover and Ideal size 6 X 9 inch make it very handy. For
each book you can record title, author, publisher, page count, publishing date, date started and finished, you can choose if is fiction and write genre or nonfiction and write subject. In the next field you can write the plot story and the characters. After that is the field for your reviews and a final part to write your ratings and a short
overall comment. In the first pages is a place to write contents so you can easy find the book you want. You can use it as a planner for the books that you want to read as well. This notebook is the ideal gift for book lovers women or men. About this journal: 100 pages for 96 books Size 6 X 9 inch Matte soft cover Ideal for book lovers both
women and men Contents in the front pages for easy searching P for the next books You can write title, author, publisher, publishing date, date started and finished, page count, fiction or nonfiction, genre, subject, reviews, ratings, final comment Rare plot, characters, readability and overall
100 Record Pages for Book Lovers | the Tree of Life; Elegant Leather Design
The Bullet Journal Method
Stories Cemeteries Tell
All the Books You've Read, Loved, & Discussed
Writing Your Journal Article in Twelve Weeks
The life histories of some applied linguists
New and Selected Poems

In this book, economist Jean-Philippe Platteau addresses the question: does Islam, the religion of Muslims, bear some responsibility for a lack of economic development in the countries in which it dominates? In his nuanced approach, Platteau challenges the widespread view that the
doctrine of Islam is reactionary in the sense that it defends tradition against modernity and individual freedom. He also questions the view that fusion between religion and politics is characteristic of Islam and predisposes it to theocracy. He disagrees with the substantivist view that Islam
is a major obstacle to modern development because of a merging of religion and the state, or a fusion between the spiritual and political domains. But he also identifies how Islam's decentralized organization, in the context of autocratic regimes, may cause political instability and make
reforms costly.
Keep track of your book club selections and record your latest literary adventures with this reading journal to stay organized for your next meeting! Book clubs are a great way to read new books and discover different genres and new topics that you may not be too familiar with. You can
share your thoughts in a social setting and enjoy interesting conversations that might open your eyes to other opinions about the book. But all too often we forget the best details once the book is finished and put back on the shelf. With The Book Club Journal, you can collect and remember
all your important thoughts and feelings so that you can reflect on them for future meetings or rereadings. Made specifically for book club members, this journal has prompts for all the basic book stats, such as the title, author, and who suggested the book, along with book club specific
questions like “How does this book compare with the titles we have read previously?” This fun and useful journal also includes reference pages with lists of classic book club must-reads, and room for you to create your very own to-read list.
The Author's Book Journal is a must have for anyone writing a book or a novel. It easily lets you keep track of events and characters in your chapters. There are dedicated pages for 100 chapters, plus main character profiles, secondary characters profiles and also pages to note reference
research sources, acknowledgements, quotes, notes, prologue, epilogue, back cover blurb, beta readers, ARC reviews, publishing details, author details. You also have some extra pages at the back for making notes on ideas for your next book. Keep all your book information in one handy
place. Journal size 7x10 inches.
Make the most out of reading and capture everything that matters in your book adventures! This journal provides an excellent way to track books you've read, document your reviews, favorite scenes/quotes, and personal thoughts. A handy companion for book lovers and enthusiasts who'd
like to keep record of their reading accomplishments and retain the memories of their book journey! With practical design and layout, this easy-to-use logbook is wonderfully fun to fill out, making reading more memorable and enjoyable! What's Inside: Book Index: - 1-100 Book List Book
Entry Page: - Book Title, Author, Publisher - Format, Category, Source - Page Count, Date Started/Finished - Why I chose this book - Favorite Part - Notes/Review - Rating - Quotes/Reflections/Epiphanies A delightful gift for bookworms, writers, bloggers, book club members, a book-loving
family member or friend, or those looking to be motivated to fill up their shelves. Add To Cart Today!
The system combines elements of a wishlist, a to-do list, and a diary. It makes it easy to get thoughts out of your head and onto paper, to see them clearly and decide what to do about them
Journal Sparks
The Art for Joy's Sake Journal
Track All Your Reading Reviews in this Compact 6x9 Log Book Notebook. Write Your Favorite Quotes and Book Summary. Cute Design Cover. Reading Logs are Great Gift Under 10$
A Guide to Academic Publishing Success
Benjamin Lay, A Graphic Novel
Track Your Past, Order Your Present, Plan Your Future
Great American City
This is an exciting time to be an academic advisor—a time in which global recognition of the importance of advising is growing, research affirms the critical role advising plays in student success, and institutions of higher education increasingly view advising as integral to their missions and essential for improving the quality of students' educational experiences. It is essential that advisors provide knowledgeable, realistic counsel to
the students in their charge. The New Advisor Guidebook helps advisors meet this challenge. The first and final chapters of the book identify the knowledge and skills advisors must master. These chapters present frameworks for setting and benchmarking self-development goals and for creating self-development plans. Each of the chapters in between focuses on foundational content: the basic terms, concepts, information, and
skills advisors must learn in their first year and upon which they will build over the lengths of their careers. These chapters include strategies, questions, guidelines, examples, and case studies that give advisors the tools to apply this content in their work with students, from demonstrations of how student development theories might play out in advising sessions to questions advisors can ask to become aware of their biases and
avoid making assumptions about students to a checklist for improving listening, interviewing, and referral skills. The book covers various ways in which advising is delivered: one-to-one, in groups, and online. The New Advisor Guidebook serves as an introduction to what advisors must know to do their jobs effectively. It pairs with Academic Advising Approaches: Strategies That Teach Students to Make the Most of College, also
from NACADA, which presents the delivery strategies successful advisors can use to help students make the most of their college experience.
Embodying urbanity, intellect and prismatic emotion, this exceptional selection of works from a poet at the forefront of American poetry gives readers a full tour of his celebrated career.
The Cursed Carolers in Context explores the interplay between the forms and contexts in which the tale of the cursed carolers circulated and the meanings it had for medieval and early modern authors and audiences. The story of the cursed carolers has circulated in Europe since the eleventh century. In this story, a group of people in a village in Saxony skip Christmas mass to perform a circle dance in the cemetery, only to be
cursed and forced to keep dancing for a whole year. By approaching the story in specific historical contexts, this book shows how the story of the cursed carolers became a space in which medieval readers, writers, and listeners could debate the meaning and significance of a surprising variety of questions, including ecclesiastical authority, gender roles, pastoral responsibility, and even the conduct of crusades. This consideration
of the interplay between text and context sheds new light on how and why the story of the dancers achieved such popularity in the Middle Ages, and how its meanings developed and changed throughout the period. This book will appeal to scholars and students of medieval European history, literature, and dance, as well as those interested in cultural history.
Subtexts are all around us. In conversation, business transactions, politics, literature, philosophy, and even love, the art of expressing more than what is explicitly said allows us to live and move in the world. But rarely do we reflect on this subterranean dimension of communication. In this book, renowned classicist and scholar of rhetoric Laurent Pernot explores the fascinating world of subtext. Of the two meanings present in any
instance of double meaning, Pernot focuses on the meaning that is unstated—the meaning that counts. He analyzes subtext in all its multifarious forms, including allusion, allegory, insinuation, figured speech, irony, innuendo, esoteric teaching, reading between the lines, ambiguity, and beyond. Drawing on examples from figures as varied as Homer, Shakespeare, Molière, Proust, Foucault, and others, as well as from popular
culture, Pernot shows how subtext can be identified and deciphered as well as how prevalent and essential it is in human life. With erudition and wit, Pernot explains and clarifies a device of language that we use and understand every day without even realizing it. The Subtle Subtext is a book for anyone who is interested in language, literature, hidden meanings, and the finer points of social relations.
A captivating literary and historical record, Jean Giono's Occupation Journal offers a glimpse into life in collaborationist France during the Second World War, as seen through the eyes and thoughts of one of France's greatest and most independent writers. Written during the years of France's occupation by the Nazis, Jean Giono's Occupation Journal reveals the inner workings of one of France's great literary minds during one of
the country's darkest hours. A renowned writer and committed pacifist throughout the 1930s--a conviction that resulted in his imprisonment before and after the Occupation--Giono spent the war in the village of Contadour in Provence, where he wrote, corresponded with other writers, and cared for his consumptive daughter. This journal records his musings on art and literature, his observations of life, his interactions with the
machinery of the collaborationist Vichy regime, as well as his forceful political convictions. Giono recounts the details of his life with fierce independence of thought and novelistic attention to character and dialogue. Occupation Journal is a fascinating historical document as well as a unique window into one of French literature's most voracious and critical minds.
Plundered Hearts
The Author's Book Journal
Byzantine Intersectionality
Wasting, Systems, and Power
J.O.Y. Journal
A Memoir from the Creator of Multiple Intelligences Theory
Over 40 Creative Layouts to Stay Organized and Record Everything That Matters

Looking for a perfect journal to log all your awesome books? This Book Review Journal will make the perfect reading log for you to keep track of all your favorite books and your reviews for them. Organize this year reading with this book review notebook! It includes multiple books tracking pages for easy management. Track your reading
progress and favorite books with a clean and elegant design! Reading Log Journal Features: Dedicated page to fill in your name and preferred details. 100 pages specially created for every book too fill in details like: Book Title, Author, Review, Start & Finish Date, Rating, etc. You can also write your Favourite Quote of the book so you can
review it easily whenever you want. You can use it to track books and review your favorite books. Special acid-free paper so your writing won't fade over time. Crisp white pages Professional matte cardstock cover. Perfectly sized at: 8"x10" Take notes, rate, and reflect on each book. Map your library at a glance and create your wishlist. This
book review tracker log has been designed to look simple, beautiful, and ink friendly. Make notes as you read since reviews should go well beyond what can be found in the book's table of contents. This process not only makes writing the review much easier it helps you quickly highlight the book's strengths and weaknesses. There is no
getting around this: It's crucial to read the entire book before writing a book review. This is the only way you can immerse yourself in the full reading experience. Be attentive to your reading experience and take note of what captured or lost your attention. Strive to immerse yourself in the work. Once you've finished reading the book, go
back and take a brief, purposeful notes. Review the sections that captured or lost your attention. In reviewing your notes, try to decide what the major events of the book are and what their effect on you as a reader was? Be specific! Don't just say if the book was good or bad, but explain why. Support your opinion with specific examples
from the text and move from passing simple judgment to subjective, well-reasoned evaluation. This reading journal is perfect for keep track of all the books you're reading so that you can remember all the stories, thoughts, feelings and facts you pick up. Get it for you or as a present for any bookworms on birthdays, Valentine's Day or
Christmas!
Discard Studies
Book Review Journal
Reading Log
Blue Water Edition
I'm Glad My Mom Died
Book Journal, Organizer Book Review Journal, Reading Journal, Reading Notebook, a Guided Journal to Record Your Book Reviews, Book Review Journal Tracker, Gift for Book Lovers
The Book of Joy Journal
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